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And sometimes when I am certain the reader is rested, I will engage him with a sentence of considerable
length, a sentence that burns with energy and builds with all the impetus of a crescendo, the roll of the drums,
the crash of the cymbals--sounds that say listen to this, it is important. Pick up a book on business writing to
improve your skills. Such a book wouldn't be complete without mention of the struggle. Enter Harvard
professor Steven Pinker with a more contemporary take. It has been a rough year and nothing has broke my
way. When you write you should pretend that you, the writer, see something in the world that's interesting,
that you are directing the attention of your reader to that thing in the world, and that you are doing so by
means of conversation. He teaches writers to eliminate redundancy, recognize and squash empty modifiers,
and remove other dead weight that slows writing down. Ann Patchett is a novelist and essayist who grew her
career from an unlikely start writing advice for young women at Seventeen. I spend the rest of the day putting
the pieces back together. It has a pleasant rhythm, a lilt, a harmony. Published on: Apr 15, The opinions
expressed here by Inc. The maturity structure of the portfolio is adjusted in anticipation of cyclical interest rate
changes. How about "appealing? Seeing a great writer's finished work is only seeing their highlight reel--their
process is an enigma, and can create a sense that such talent came to them naturally, like dictation from God.
Let's look at eight business writing books you can read that will expand your horizons and teach you to
become a better writer. Books on Business Writing Each of the eight titles below have lessons and actionable
tips for anyone who needs help in the business writing department. On the nature of recognizing mediocrity,
so that you might avoid it yourself: We need to experience the mediocre and the outright rotten; such
experience helps us to recognize those things when they begin to creep into our own work, and to steer clear of
them. Bonus: Closely kept favorite authors Surround yourself with great work and it will inevitably rub off on
you. Short sentences must be accompanied by expanded thinking, otherwise they slow things down to a snail's
pace. You'll even find more than variations on "exciting. But sometimes, rather than taking a course, it's
reading a book that can truly improve your skills. Pinker spends a lot of time on this and it is absolutely
eye-opening. Brainstorm horizontally, edit vertically. Find the authors that speak to you and let them serve as
your companion on the quest to make every word matter.


